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SUMMARY 

Results are presented of wind tunnel tests made to examine the lift, 

longitudinal stability and drag of a cambered wing with an ogee planform in 

the Mach number range O&l to 2.00. Some flow visualisation tests have also 

been m&e and photographs of the patterns obtained are included. 

Replaces R.A.E. Teoh. Note No. Aero 2933 - A.R.C. 25 837. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

As part of the research programme on wing design for a supersonic transpor* 
eiroraft, tests were made in the 3 ft wind tunnel on a series of slender w%s, 
some of which were plane and some of whioh had varying amounts of oamber. The 
programme was intended to investigate the prinoipal aercdynsmio oharaoteria+.ics 
of the models and to examine the flow patterns whioh existed. i 

Measurements of normal force, pitohing moment and axial force were made 
over the Maoh number range 0.4.0 to 2.00 on one such cambered model, of ogee 

. planform, which represented a possible aircraft shape. Surface flow patterns 
were examined by means of the oil-flow technique. The lateral stability 
charaoteristios of this model are being reported separately'. 
2 EX%RIMENl'AL DETAILS 

2.1 @c&& 

The wing design was baaed on slender wing theory following the general 
design prinoiples outlined by Maskell and Weber in Ref.2. The wing thiokness 
distribution resembled that of a possible aircraft. The camber surfaoe which 
has a design CL of 0.025 was chosen so that the centre of pressure at this CL 

**a at 0.585 Co. This centre of pressure position, which was 0.12 Co ahead of 

the slender wing aerodynamic centre, was ohosen to give (assuming linear develop- 

; 
ment with CL) a centre of pressure 0.04 Co ahead of the aerodynamio oentre at 
the cruise CL, (c 0.075). Weber's camber design method3 gives .s family of 

camber surfaoes with this design condition; the surfaoe finally arrived at was 
. B compromise between various requirements outlined in Ref.2, together with a 

limit of leading-edge droop, particularly near the wing apex since previous 
tests have shown that large leading-edge droops oan adversely affect the vortex 
development and so, possibly lead to a severe loss of lift. 

Fig.1 is an outline drawing of the model showing clearly the ogee planf'orm; 
the inset curve shows the variation of the leading-edge sweepback angle along 
the leading-edge. Fig.2 illustrates the extent of the oamber by showing oross 
sections through the model et various stations on Co and the curve at the top 
of the figure shows how the various oross sections are displaoed relative to 
each other by the chordwise camber. Fig.3 contains the main details of the 
model together with the equations of the leading-edge and the spanwise camber 
shoulder line. 

The model was an aluminium-bronze casting of such quality of surface 
finish that little hand finishing was required. and apart from coatings of bleak 
cellulose paint the model was virtually ready for the tunnel direct from 
casting. This method of manufacture gave a quick useful model but by supersonio 
wind tunnel star&ads the aoouraoy of manufaoture was very low. Generally the 
thickness of the model was within about 0.020 in. of the design value but 
locally (particularly near the apex) it was rather worse than this. The 
average thickness of the wing trailing edge was 0.038 in.; the manufacturing 
design value being 0.020 in. 
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In order to ancommcdate the sting support a cylindrical fairing was 
included on the model: this is shown in Fig.1. 

2.2 Test details 

The tests were made over a Mach number range of 0.40 to 1.02 in the 
slotted transonio working seotio& of the 3 ft tunnel and over a Mach number 
range of 1.42 to 2.00 in the supersonic seotion5. Tests were not made at Maoh 
numbers above 1.02 in the transonio section because of the uncertainty of the 
effeots of shook waves reflected from the tunnel walls. The model was tested 
through a nominal incidence range of -2O to 120. The Reynolds number per inoh 
was 0.13 x 106 at all Mach numbers excep 

2 
M = 2.00, where, owing to power 

limitations, it was reduced to 0.11 x 10 . 

Bands of distributed roughness were used to ensure that the boundary 
layer on the model was turbulent. They consisted of a mixture of oarborundum 
grains and a suitable adhesive, applied so that olosely spaced individual 
grains projected from a very thin layer of the adhesive. For the supersonic 
teats, grains of maximum height 0.007 in. with araldite adhesive were used and 
for the tests in the transonic seotion, grains of maximum height 0.0045 in. 
with aluminium paint adhesive. The distributed roughness was applied in a band 
about 3 in. wide, normal to the leading-edge, beginning & in. from it. No 
oheok was made of the effeotiveness of the roughness in causing transition but 
it was thought to be satisfactory except at a Maoh number of 2.00 at low lift. 
Any results whioh are doubtful because of a suspected failure of the roughness 
to oause transition are indioated in the text. 

The tests consisted of measurements of normal force, pitohing moment and 
axial force using a strain-gauge balance incorporated in the sting support. 
Base pressure was measured by a pressure tube situated in the balance o vity. 
Flow visualisation tests were made using the surface oil-flow technique 8 . 

2.3 Aocuraov of results 

No interferenoe corrections have been made to the transonio results 
obtained in the slotted working section as these are small but not accurately 
known. No oorreotions for flow asymmetry end curvature have been applied to 
results obtained in the supersonio working section as these are also small. 
The results have been corrected for sting deflections snd balance interactions 
and the drag results have been corrected to a base pressure equal to free 
stream statio pressure. The base area used in this correction did not include 
the area of the wing trailing-edge. No oorreotions have been made to aooount 
for the sting shield. 

Foroes and moments have been reduced to coeffioient form with a moment 
referenoe point at 0.585 centre-line chord (Co). The model constants used in 

oomputation of the coefficients were the wing projected area and the centre 
line ohord length. 

The results are estimated to be aoourate to within the following limits:- 

. 
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. 

M + 0.005 CL t 0.005 

a 2 0.05 cm 2 0.001 

CD + o.m5 

3 ICWJLTS 

3.1 General 

The tunnel data are tabulated in Table 1. In sections 3.2 to 3.5 the 
prinoipal aerodynanio oharaoteristios are described. and briefly discussed. 
N$J attempt is made to draw general conclusions. 

3.2 Lift 

The lift curves, Fig.4, show non-linear tendencies which are similar at 
all test Mach numbers, though becoming less pronou~ed as Mach number is 
increased above M = 1.0. The lift curve for a given hfaoh number has a minimum 
slqe at some positive CL ad the increase in slope away from this minimum is 
greatest at transonic speeds. The increases in lift curve slope are associated 
with leeding-edge separations, whioh produce vortioes above or below the wing 
acoording as the incidenoe is above or below the incidence for minimum slope. 
The fact that minimum slope ooours at a positive CL results from the wing 

oamber, whioh is intended to give attaohed flow at the design CL (0.025). In 

this context it should be noted that the lift ourve slopes show that this 
attaohment condition occurs close to the theoretioal design condition at M = 0.94 
and M = 0.98 but rather above it at other Mach numbers. The variation of 

with Maoh number is shown in Fig.5. 

3.3 Pitohinp moment 

The pitohing moment curves, Fig.6, have stable slopes throughout the 
test ranges but show non-linsaritiea associated with the leading-edge separation, 
Fig.7 shows the variation of pitohing moment coefficient with Mach number for 
CL values of eero and 0.025 (design CL). 

The variation of aerodynamic centre position with Mach number for various 
values of CL is shown in Fig.8. At low'CL (CL < 0.1) the aerodynamic centre 
position is-between 0.69 and 0.70 Co at subsonic Mach numbers and between 0.74 

and 0.75 CoUat‘$&sonio Mach niunbers, the rearward shift beginning at 

M n 0.90. With $&easing CL the tendency is for tbe.aerodynanio centre to 

shift forward at subsonio and aupersonio Mach numbers and rearward between 
M = 0.90 and M = 1;02. 
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Curves ahcwing the variation of centre of pressure position with CL for 

each Mach number are plotted in Fig.9. Fig.10 shows the variation of centre 
of pressure position with Mach number for various values of CL. At CL = 0.025 

the c.p. position lies between 0.58 and 0.59 Cc up to a Mach number of 0.86 

above which it moves forward to 0.55 Cc at M = 0.98 and then aft to 0.585 Cc 

at M = 1.02. The supersonic c.p. position is 0.06 to 0.07 Cc aft of the 

subsonic position at CL = 0.05 but rather less (0.05 Co) at CL = 0.25. It is 

interesting to note that at M = 1.0 and CL = 0.025, the centre of pressure 

position is approximately 0.02 Cc ahead of the design position. 

CD versus CL curves are shown in Fig.11 from which it will be seen that 

minimum drag for any Mach number does not occur at CL = 0, This results from 

the asymmetric nature of the model due to the leading-edge camber. The value 
of CL at which CD occurs varies with Mach number but is generally between 

him 
0.01 and 0.02. Curves showing the variation of CD and CD with Mach number 

Mm 
appear in Fig.12 and these show C 

Dhluu 
to be of thecorder 0.0005 less than CD 

0 
throughout the Mach number range. These Curves are terminated at M = 1.82 as 
there is acme doubt as to whether transition was taking place at the leading- 
edge at low CL at M = 2.09. Values of CD arrl CD at this Mach number there- 

0 
fore, are not to be trusted. MU2 

value of Cz for CD ' 

CD is plotted against CL in Fig.13 and above the 
the curves are approximately linear. Since results for 

hmi 
the same wing without oamber are not available it is impossible to analyse the 

drag results in terms of the induced drag factor K = r;AbJ - cd where c' 
2 

cL Dc 

refers to the unoambered wing. 

3.5 Flow development 

The flow development was studied, by means of the surface oil flow 
technique, at Mach numbers of O&O, 1.42 and 2.00. Figs.14, 15 anl 16 indicate 
that the flow development with incidenoe at Mach numbers of 0.1Q, 1.42 and 
2.00 is relatively straightforward. Up to about 5' incidenoe the flow remains 
attached over the upper surfaoe but above this incidence signs of leading-edge 
separations are apparent over the cuter parts of the wings. At incidencea just 
above that at which separation first occurs there are signs of a number of 
distinct vcrtioes,fcr example M = 0.4 at a = 6.10 ana M = 1.42 at a = 6.80. 
However as incidence is further increased, these vortices combine in a single 
vortex on each side of the wing. This vortex then arprcaches the wing apex as 
incidence is increased. 
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It was suspected that at M = 2.0, at incidencea below about 5', 
transition of the boundary layer was not being fixed at the roughness band by 
the test grade of rcu hneaa* (roughness A). Oil flow tests were therefore made 
et this Mach number at low incidencea, firstly with a coarser grade of roughness 
(rcughneaa B - maximum height 0.014 in.) and secondly with no roughness band. 
Roughness B fixed transition at the leading-edge urder the test oonditicna and 
hence the flow photographs at a = 2.80 and 4.80 in Fig.16 are of the model with 
this roughness. Fig.17 shows flow photographs of the case with no roughness at 
a = 2.80 and for comparison the oaae with roughness A at this incidence. With 
transition free there appears to be separated flow at the leading-edge by 
a = 2.80, and thus a very different flow pattern from the corresponding case 
with transition fixed is apparent. 

A 

CDMIN 

SD, 

% 

0.p. 

acL 
x- 

SYMBOLS 

aspect ratio 

drag coefficient b 

( ' @ / 

minimum drag coefficient 

drag coefficient at zero lift 

pitching moment coefficient itching moment 
ss cc 

centre line chord 

centre of pressure 

lift curve slope per radian 

distance of aerodynsmic centre from apex 

lift 

"Past experience had indicated that roughness of this size was normally 
sufficient to fix transition under these teat conditions. 
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SYMBOLS (Contd) 

M free stream Mach number 

P 
[ 

winn area 
enclosing rectangle 1 

9 kinetic pressure 

s wing area 

sT semi span (at trailing-edge) 

x longitudinal displacement from apex (Fig.31 

x 0.p. distance of centre of pressure from apex 

Y transverse displacement from centre-line (Fig.31 

e vertical displacement from trailing-edge datum (Fig.2) 

a sting inoidenoe plus ocrrections for bending urder load 

* wing 
C 

volume 
area3/* 1 
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FIG.6 VARIATION OF C, WITH CL. 
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FIG.7 VARIATION OF Cm WITH M AT CL VALUES OF 0 AND 0.025. 
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FlC.8. VARIATION OF AERODYNAMIC CENTRE POSITION WITH MACH NUMBER. 
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FIG. 9. (CONT.) 
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FIG. 9. (CONC.) 
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WITH M FOR VARIOUS C, VALUES. 
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FIG. II. VARIATION OF C, WITH C, 
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FIG. 12. VARIATION OF CD0 AND CyMIN> WITH M. 
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FIG. 13. VARIATION OF CD WITH CL@+ 
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